
Semi Precious Stone Painted Stone Slab

 

Material Painted Stone

Size
Tiles available：300X300mm,  600x600mm, 800x800mm,customized
 slab available ：3000*1500mm,1220*2440mm,customized Size

Surface Finish polished
Usage floor, interior decoration, countertop
Packing Seaworthy wooden crate, pallet

 

Semi Precious Stone Painted stone Slab is made of natural painted stone splicing,
unique lines connected in a plate, has a strong visual impact.  Gemstone Painted
stone slab can be used in the wall, floor, furniture, countertop above, is a precious
decorative slab.  

（gemstone painted stone slab wholesaler）

 

Painted stone,Another name is Scenic Stone , which is a kind of felsic sandstone.
The natural Painted stone itself has a picturesque texture and shape, hence the
name. This is also the most valuable part of Painted stones - each stone has
different textures and colors, which can form a beautiful picture, so that people
who love fantasy have another unique space to play, and let the bubbles of

https://www.gemstoneslabsupplier.com/product/stripe-texture-petrified-wood-gemstone-slab.html


wisdom stir up Countless beautiful works. Where are the rivers and where are the
mountains and rivers, a stone is in hand, no matter how strange the story is, of
course, it is all up to you.

 

 

The Painted stone is produced in South Africa, and its crystal structure is fine-
grained. The main mineral components are feldspar, quartz and some iron oxides.
Because the minerals are filled along the joints, fissures and capillary pores of the
original stone, under a certain degree of weathering, mineral elements cause
color. The color of ferrous and ferric ions is brown, brown-yellow, brown-brown,
individual brown-red, brown-red, and the result of mineral elements directly leads
to different color patterns in their patterns. Therefore, the color of landscape
stone is generally yellow, yellowish brown, gray, etc., and its luster is glass luster
to earthy luster, opaque, and Mohs hardness is 5-6.

 

We are professional semi-precious stone slab manufacturers, have the advantage
of semi-precious stone slab price, welcome to consult  .
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